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Summary of Results

COAT is a strategic actiitt within the terrestrial fagshii that aims to deieloi and run an ecoststem-based 

adaitie monitoring ststem for arctc tundra in iialbard and the Norwegian mainland.

The fnancial suiiort from the Fram Centre has allowed us to maintain seieral monitoring series in iialbard 

and the Varanger Peninsula as well as to deieloi new monitoring tools.  The following  other achieiements 

haie been made in 2016:

• Two master theses have tested standard methods for making population census of ptarmigan populations in spring and show that
they do not work for sub- and low Arctic mainland Norway 

• A comiaratie analtsis between North America and Noorth Euroie has shown that diferent winter 

climate regimes set the stage for fundamentallt diferent food web structure and functoning (Boonstra

et al. 2016). Results and insight from COAT contributed signifcantlt to this analtsis 

• In our sister obseriatort at Yamal a Rain-On-inow (ROi) eient caused seiere mortalitt in semi-

domestc reindeer and the massiie amounts of carrion subsidies that resulted from this caused an 

infux of boreal scaiengerspiredators in tundra (ioooloi et al. 2016).     

• COAT has contributed to circumiolar roadmai for monitoring tundra iegetaton ((aloer et al. 2016).  
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For the Management

Standard methods for monitoring ptarmigan populations do not work for the rock ptramigan in the Norwegian mainland, which means 
that new methods need to be developed to monitor and thus manage this presently redlisted species. 
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Communicated Results

 

Foredrag i NRK2 TV Kunnsoaisoanalen 12. mars. «Klimaendringer i Nord». 

 

Kronioo i Finnmaro Dagblad 10. airil. «COAT Varanger»

 

Kronioo i iialbardiosten 8. airil, «Vil oieriåoe olimatrusselen»

 

Kronioo i iialbardiosten 8. juli, «Rasoe olimaendringer gir oierrasoelser»

 

 

 

Budget in accordance to results

The funding from the Fram Centre was used according to plans; i.e. to run the long-term observation series in Varanger and Svalbard and 
to test new census methods.

Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No

Conclusions

The aims of the project was fullfilled and the funding obtained from the fram Centre's terrestrial flagship has contributed significantly to 
the development/maintenance of the COAT program.


